Introduction
This paper discusses three performance issues that arose in our implementation of a time-driven battlefield simulation on a mediumscale multiprocessor.
The problems we identify are generic, so that the observations we make and the conclusions we draw are applicable to the general class of physical domain simulations which use time-stepping to advance the simulation. The first issue we discuss is that of mapping the simulation onto the multiprocessor.
Under the message-passing paradigm, the assignment of workload to processors has the single most important influence on performance. The second issue is that of performing redundant computation in order to avoid a certain amount of communication.
This issue is important when the cost of communication is high. Finally, we discuss the possibility of deadlock due to distributed contention for message buffers, and outline a solution which insures that deadlock does not occur.
A Battlefield Simulation
The model problem for our study is a battlefield simulation based on Zipscreen [2, 4] , written by John Gilmer of the BDM Corporation. Zipscreen is a simplified version of the CORBAN [3] simulation for the purposes of studying performance issues in mapping battlefield simulations to parallel architectures. Zipscreen and CORBAN represent a battlefield as a two dimensional plane tessellated by hexagons (in addition, CORBAN imposes a hierarchical scheme of hexagons on this domain). Combat units move through the domain; units from opposing sides engage in simulated combat when they are geographicaUy close. Figure 1 illustrates the hexagonal plane and combat units.
Both Zipscreen and CORBAN are timedriven, rather than disCrete event simulations. There are strong reasons to suspect that the discrete-event paradigm on battlefield simulations will severely limit possible performance gains achievable by parallelism. The problem of avoiding deadlock in distributed discrete-event simulations has been well studied [1, 6, 14] . A formal treatment in [? 'I has proven that to avoid deadlock without rolling back simulation clocks, it is ICCCBsary for certain logical processes to be able to predict their future message-passing behavior far enough into the future to allow some other logical process to advance its clock (deadlock avoidance prc+ tocols that rely on prediction demonstrate only the suficiency of behavior prediction).
The ability to predict future behavior is very limited in battlefield simulations, implying that the synchronization constraints and overhead of avoiding deadlock are likely to adversely affect performance.
The Time Warp [5] mechanism of rolling back clocks avoids the behavior prediction problem, but does so at the cost of extensive memory requirements, and the potential threat of having rollback "thrashing".
While Time Warp is an aesthetically pleasing idea, its utility on large real-world problems has yet to be empirically demonstrated. Time-stepped simulations seem to offer the best potential for battlefield simulations, since all computational activity for a time-step can be performed concurrently.
However, it is important that the time-step be large enough to allow a significant amount of computation. This is seen in Figure 2 where the 'rows" are clearly defined while the hexes in a 'column" zig-sag vertically. For the purposes of partitioning, we assume that the domain consists of a rectangular array of hexes, where each hex can be uniquely identified by its row and column indices.
Partitioning consists of covering the domain with rectangles each u) hexes wide and h hexes tall (with the possibility of some deviation from these dimensions at the edges of the domain).
These rectangles themselves form a rectangular array that we index by "rectangle row" and "rectangle column". We cover the domain by assigning hex (i, j) to rectangle (i mod h,j mod UI). In a similar fashion, we view the N processors as forming a r by c rectangular array of processors. Then, rectangle (k,m) and all the hexes it contains are assigned to processor (k mod r,m mod c).
This scheme is called wrapping, and has been studied on a variety of problems [13] . Figure 2 shows a wrapped assignment of blocks with UI = 2 and h = 3 to the four processors PO, 3'1, Pz, P3 (with the obvious mapping between two dimensional and one dimensional indices). If u resides on a hex assigned to processor P(u), then P(u) is responsible for computing the losses that u inflicts on V. But processor P(u) also holds a copy of u, and could do the computation itself, relieving P(u) from the task of communicating the damages u inflicts on V. P(u) will still simulate u attacking V, in order to keep 47 . In our experiments we found that performance auffered using this technique, largely because a combat's computation is more expensive than the communication of its results. However, we also allowed redundant computation of a unit's new position during the movement activity-the processor owning the unit computes the new position, as does any processor holding a hex adjacent to u's In this case, the computational cost of movement was dominated by its communication cost, so that redundant computation improves performance.
Deadlock Avoidance
Much of the early work in distributed simulations was devoted to the development of synchronization protocols which avoided deadlock [1, 6, 14] . This work considered the possibility of deadlock occurring in discrete-event simulations, due to the inter-process synchronization necessary to insure the simulation's correctness. This type of synchronization problem does not exist in time-driven simulations. Nevertheless, deadlock can occur when there is distributed contention for message buffers.
Consider the following scenario. A message to processor Pi ap pears in Pi's incoming message queue; the message reports that damages have been inflicted on a unit u in one of P;'s subregions by units in Pj's subregions. As illustrated in Figure 5 , when Pi consumes this message it can trigger messages to processors Ph and Pi advising them of u's new status. For Pi to due so, Pk and Pi must both have available space to store incoming messages-if not, the me% sages from P; cannot be sent until space is free, and so Pi must block itself. However, either processor Pk or Pi may be blocked for similar reasons, permitting the insidious deadlock cycle to form.
One "solution" to this problem is to simply have an overabundance of message buffer space available. This will not guarantee that deadlock cannot not occur, but can make the probability of deadlock low. On the other hand, it is not difficult to insure that deadlock does not occur in our implementation of Zipscreen. Every message in Zipscreen is either an original or a propagated message. In the example above, the message from Pi to Pi was original, while the messages to Pi and Pl were propagations of that original message. The problem arose because consumption of the original damages message required the use of buffer space elsewhere (even freeing the buffer space occupied by the original message does not solve the problem since the freed space can be filled while the processor is blocked). Every original message has the potential to do this. However, propagated messages do not further propagate; the consumption of a propagated message will never cause a processor to block. Because of the regularity of our mapping, we know that one processor never communicates with more than six others. ' It is therefore practical for a processor to reserve message buffer space for every communicating neighbor in order to store incoming original messages, and to reserve apace for every processor who might cause a propagation message to be sent (this processor need not be a neighbor, e.g. Pj and Pk in Figure 5 ). In the unlikely event that the hex blocks are single hexes, space for at most eighteen processors must be reserved. The reservation requirements decrease rapidly as the size of the blocks increase-space for only eight processors is needed using 2 x 2 hex blocks. Whenever processor Pi sends a message to Pj it includes the status of Pi's original message buffer space, and it includes the status of all propagation buffers reserved for neighbors of Pj. Pi may pick off the buffer status information without actually consuming the message which carried it. The status of Pi's reserved buffers may also be queried (through a reserved query buffer) at any time. Note that the "status" of a buffer may be the number of free bytes, allowing several unconsumed messages to concurrently exist there.
A number of actions may cause a processor to generate an original message to a neighbor. For example, the damage message in the example above is caused by Pj's action of reporting the accumuIated damages it has inflicted on unit u. Freedom from deadlock is insured if (i) a processor never takes an action until there is space available to receive all original and propagated messages the action may cause, and (ii) an original message is never consumed until there is space available to receive all propagated messages that the consumption may cause. A processor may consume a propagated message at any time. To show that deadlock cannot occur, note first that if a deadlock cycle forms, then eventually all propagation messages will be consumed. ThRs allows every processor in the deadlock cycle to consume an original message (possibly generating more propagation messages, but these can always be consumed); the consumption of original messages frees the processors to take actions, because the necessary original and propagated message buffer space becomes available. Consequently deadlock never occurs.
Summary
An effective parallel execution of domain-oriented time-driven simulations requires the solution to a number of performance problems. First, the simulation workload must be well mapped to keep the load balanced and the communication needs low. We illustrate an effective solution to this problem using a battlefieid simulation as a mode1 problem. In the face of significant communication costs it may be advantageous to perform redundant computation to forestall communicating the results of that computation. This point was also illustrated in the model problem. Finally, even though a time-driven simulation does not suffer from the synchronization problems that plague distributed discrete-event simulations, deadlock can still occur. We showed how deadlock can occur in the model problem, and outlined an efficient method of deadlock avoidance. 
